Designs for a Cleaner, Safer & More Sustainable Environment
Outdoor Trash Cans

The Glasdon range of outdoor trash cans are designed in a choice of sizes, colors and styles, providing waste management solutions that will complement any landscape. Constructed from durable materials, these trash cans include low-maintenance plastic trash cans, designed to resist the effects of adverse weather conditions, corrosion and vandalism.
Which Glasdon Jubilee™ Trash Can is the Perfect Fit for Your Environment?

When it comes to disposing of trash, we appreciate that different locations have different needs. Whether you require a larger capacity outdoor trash can for areas with high volumes of waste, or a more streamlined option for areas where space is a little more limited, Glasdon Jubilee Trash Cans provide an all-round solution.

Choose from the XL Glasdon Jubilee 80G, or the more compact Glasdon Jubilee 29G

If you’re looking for a large capacity, polymer waste container, which has been specially designed for areas with high numbers of footfall traffic and trash hotspots, choose the Glasdon Jubilee 80G Trash Can. If you’re looking for a slightly more compact trash can which still provides a durable, easy-to-maintain exterior, alongside a traditional yet contemporary design, choose the Glasdon Jubilee 29G Trash Can.

The Glasdon Jubilee 29 Gallon Trash Can still offers all the impressive attributes of the 80G version, just on a more refined scale.
Outdoor Trash Cans

Topsy Jubilee™ Trash Can

Combo Delta™ Trash Can
Outdoor Trash Cans

Canyon™ Trash Can
Animal Shaped Trash Cans

An animal shaped trash can is an ideal solution to help encourage young children to dispose of their trash correctly in both indoor & outdoor environments. The fun and colorful nature of the trash cans means that they are able to complement all areas for children. You can also personalize our animal shaped trash cans to feature your company logo, color and message.
Animal Shaped Trash Cans

Splash™ Trash Can

TidyBear™ Trash Can

www.glasdon.com
Indoor Trash Cans

Enhance waste management facilities within your premises by selecting one of our stylish and attractive indoor trash cans. Specially designed from robust materials to provide excellent durability and strength, these commercial grade trash receptacles will complement any internal environment.
Cigarette Receptacles

Glasdon design and produce a range of cigarette units that can be situated in outdoor smoking areas, outside buildings, parks and sidewalks. Within our range of cigarette waste containers, there are units that can be wall mounted as well as free standing. Having a cigarette unit mounted to a wall takes up very little space making it perfect for narrow footed areas. Help to reduce the cost of cleaning up cigarette butt litter for your organization by installing a cigarette ash receptacle.
Cigarette Receptacles

- Ashguard SG™ Cigarette Unit
- Ashmount SG™ Cigarette Unit
- Mini Ashmount™ Cigarette Unit
Smoking Shelters

Glasdon supplies a range of outdoor smoking shelters and canopies, which can either be wall mounted or free standing. These outdoor shelters are ideal for creating a designated smoking area to help keep the rest of your site smoke-free. These smoking shelters and canopies can be combined with our cigarette bins to create a smoking station.

Eclipse™ Smoking Station

Eclipse™ Smoking Canopy

Carleton™ Smoking Shelter
Indoor Recycling Containers

We design and manufacture a wide range of indoor recycling bins. Available in a large selection of styles, materials and capacities to suit your requirements. Apertures and decals are available for various waste streams, which allow you to manage recycling waste more effectively.
New Nexus® Transform is a step forward in Waste Separation

The latest addition to the Glasdon range is changing the face of how we recycle.

Entirely customizable; from aperture color to waste type; the Nexus Transform is a stylish, robust and versatile multiple-waste-stream recycling station. Choose from a range of colors, sizes, configurations and apertures; from cup recycling to confidential waste. Our team of in-house experts will help you meet your specific waste management requirements.

A narrow footprint makes Nexus Transform the perfect fit for a wide variety of environments; such as shopping malls, educational campuses and offices; where floor space is at a premium. Its contemporary, symmetrical design also allows Nexus Transform to be approached from all angles.

Decals are easily applied onto either of Nexus Transform’s large sides, for a touch of added personalization. Further flexibility can be added with an extensive list of optional extra features; from wheels and lock kits, to sign kits and aperture connector kits.

Here’s what JD, Vice President of Sales at Glasdon, Inc. has to say:

“We’re very excited about the launch of Nexus Transform. It’s set to become one of the most versatile recycling solutions on the market. With so many flexible options, our customers can choose their own configuration, colors and decals to best fit their needs. What we have found is that our customers recycling needs are transforming and this product allows our customers to adapt to those needs.”
NEW Nexus® Style Range

The Nexus Style is a premium finish indoor recycling container aimed at offices and commercial environments that has the ability to accept vinyl wraps on the door to match interior décor.

Manufactured from an Armortec™ coated steel frame and Vandalex™ aluminium door extrusion, the Nexus Style combines functionality and strength with contemporary styling. The unit is designed for single-sided use featuring front door operation and a flat back. The Armortec-coated steel frame and bin body panels are 100% recyclable, making the Nexus Style recycling bin an environmentally friendly indoor recycling container.

The Nexus Style recycling bin has a striking design that provides a long service life and requires minimal maintenance. The Vandalex door has an anodized and polished graphite finish, contrasting with the Armortec coated metallic gray steel frame to create an attractive, modern appearance. The smooth door offers a large surface onto which a collection of full vinyl wraps can be added to create a custom look.

If you wish to find out more about the decal options available for the Nexus Style range or would like to see how your chosen product would look with custom decals before ordering, please request a quote today.

Vinyl Wraps:
Indoor Recycling Containers

Nexus® 26G Recycling Bin

Nexus® 36G Recycling Bin

C-Thru™ 48G Recycling Bin

Glasdon Orbit™ Recycling Bag Holder
The Benefits of Battery Recycling

With technology on the rise, batteries have become a staple of everyday life. According to EPA, 2.9 billion batteries are sent to landfill in the US alone. Batteries contain heavy metals such as lead, zinc and mercury, which are considered hazardous to the environment when improperly disposed of. That’s why it’s more important than ever to recycle batteries.

So, what are the benefits of recycling spent batteries?

Reducing Waste Sent to Landfill
Despite most types of batteries being recyclable, research suggests that only 10 – 12 per cent of batteries sold annually in North America are recycled. By recycling used batteries you can help to reduce the amount of waste sent to landfill.

Preventing Pollution
Due to the heavy metal content, discharged batteries sent to landfill can corrode, releasing toxins into the air and land. These toxins can be harmful for the environment, highlighting the importance of battery recycling in order to prevent water, land and air pollution.

Conserving Natural Resources
Batteries are produced from natural resources of metal elements such as lead, lithium, nickel and other rare earth elements. Scientific research claims that recycling batteries can save a great 51.3 percent in natural resources.

Producing New Products & Generating New Jobs
Give used batteries a new lease of life by recycling them. Recycled batteries can be repurposed to create new batteries or other appliances. By committing to recycling you are helping to create new jobs in the recycling and manufacturing industries in the United States. Given the ability of recycling to generate jobs, responsibly recycling batteries will positively impact both the economy and the environment.

Discover our range of recycling containers for batteries and start doing your part to create a sustainable environment with just one small battery at a time!
Cup Recycling Bins

Increase disposable cup recycling rates with cup recycling bins and stations by Glasdon. We offer dedicated and multi-purpose paper and plastic cup recycling bins, designed to help you implement an effective and efficient cup recycling program.

NEW Nexus® 26G Recycling Station
NEW Nexus® Cup Stacker
NEW Eco Nexus® Cup Recycling Station
NEW Nexus® Transform Cup Recycling Station
NEW Nexus® 26G Duo Recycling Station
Outdoor Recycling Containers

We produce an extensive range of outdoor recycling containers of the highest quality, in both traditional and contemporary designs. All of our recycling containers are designed to be hard-wearing and long-lasting and feature easily identifiable decals to make recycling easy.
Food Waste Recycling Bins

Our Food Waste Recycling Bins are ideal for kitchens, cafeterias, food courts and any other areas where food is prepared or consumed. The easy to use bins make food waste disposal hygienic and efficient and they are a good way of handling high volumes of food waste.
Our selection of pet waste stations are popular for use in parks, on sidewalks and in bark parks. The clear decals help to encourage people to dispose of their dog poop correctly and the contemporary design of our dog waste units means that they complement existing landscapes easily.
Bollards

The Glasdon range of street bollards are the ideal solution for traffic calming schemes, sidewalks, bikeways, parking lots and other road safety applications. From flexible, impact-absorbing bollards to sign-carrying marker posts, these bollards are designed to withstand extreme weather conditions, offering a low maintenance road safety solution.
What do I need to know about Glasdon Bollards?

From flexible, impact-absorbing bollards to sign-carrying and retroreflective marker posts, the Glasdon range of bollards features a variety of styles and sizes to suit traffic calming schemes for any road safety application.

Flexible Bollards Self-Right After Impact
Self-righting, flexible bollards are an important feature within traffic calming schemes. Designed to withstand vehicle impacts before returning to their original shape.

Variety of Sign Face Options Guide the Way
To help keep vehicle drivers, pedestrians, bicyclists and other road users aware of safety precautions and regulations, we offer a wide selection of sign face options for our sign-carrier bollards.

High-Quality Materials Drive Performance
All Glasdon products are constructed using high-quality materials to ensure an excellent service life. We use a selection of rigorously tested, low maintenance materials in order to achieve optimal standards of performance.

Retroreflective Properties Enhance Visibility
For increased visibility, be it day or night, many of our bollards feature retroreflective options. Retroreflective properties such as side reflectors and reflective banding enable the bollards to be seen when dark, by reflecting the light emitted from any surrounding sources including street lamps, car headlights and bicycle lights.

Secure Fixings Keep Bollards Parked
To keep road safety bollards safely in place and provide a secure fixing, we offer surface mounted bolt-down fixings for all of our road safety bollards. Other fixing options are available.

For more information about the Glasdon range of Bollards, or for help finding the right road safety solution for you, please browse our website or contact us today.
Help keep your environment safe and well-protected, with water safety equipment from Glasdon. Highly visible and resilient for a long service life, Glasdon ring buoy stations prevent theft or vandalism and are easy to position in any area where open water poses a danger. Our versatile life jacket boxes are designed and constructed with aesthetics, practicality and durability in mind to keep your vital life-saving equipment well protected.
Take cover! Old torpedo factory in Alexandria installs Guardian Life Ring Cabinets

Old Town, Alexandria, is located just minutes outside the busy hustle and bustle of Washington D.C., and is quickly becoming an even more popular tourist hotspot. Attracting some 500,000 visitors each year, the Torpedo Factory Art Center has been an Alexandria landmark for more than 40 years – and with such a mass of people in close proximity to the banks of the Potomac, Guardian Life Buoy Housings proved to be a natural fit.

A busy, waterfront environment, such as the Potomac River, is a location where Glasdon life ring cabinets thrive. Designed to be highly visible and easily accessible, these diverse and innovative lifebuoy housings offer striking aesthetics, alongside long-lasting durability. The City of Alexandria ordered 8 of our Guardian Life Ring Cabinets with 24" Life Ring and Rope, which have been dispersed along the waterfront, making them conveniently accessible across a wide area.

What else does the Guardian Life Ring Cabinet have to offer?

- Manufactured from tough, vandal and weather resistant Durapol™ polymer
- Ropemaster™ Quick Release Rope Management System – accepts various diameters of rope (up to 164')
- Easy-to-follow instructions
- Toggle latch – holds the lid securely closed, but enables quick and easy access in an emergency
- Environmentally friendly – Guardian Life Ring Cabinets are recyclable at the end of service life
- Various fixing options, including wall, rail, and pole
- Personalization options, ranging from safety instructions and warnings, to company or authority branding
Guide To Personalization & Branding

Personalizing our products is a popular choice among our customers and adds that personal touch to your waste management and recycling program. It is also an effective way of communicating your waste reduction messages and enhancing your facility. Our experienced sales team will advise you on the personalization options of your chosen product. We can also send you examples of some of our tried and tested visuals for a little inspiration.

Step 1. Choose from a wide range of products and personalization options including:
Branding, corporate color schemes, bespoke waste streams, campaign messaging and changeable poster kits.

Step 2. Selecting Standard Options
Many of our products offer standard decals and poster kits to choose from at the point of ordering. Simply select from the drop down menu the option you require on our website or contact our sales office for more information.

Step 3. Looking for Something Different?
If you would like to adapt a standard option by changing decal colors and waste streams or to include an element of branding, or perhaps you would like to create something completely unique, we can help. Our Sales team will be happy to learn more about your project and requirements. We will work with you to achieve the finish you require.
Step 4. Free Visualization Service
Our sales team will then liaise with our in-house graphics team to prepare a visual of the product with your chosen personalization, of which you’re able to review and make changes to if required. This is a free service offered to all Glasdon customers.

Step 5. Artwork Approval
We are committed to making sure the end result is exactly right for you. So when you are completely happy with the visual and have agreed any of the additional production costs, we will finalize and deliver your personalized order.

Helping you create impact, extend your brand and add value for your customers and visitors.

For a unique personalization service with a quality by design finish… talk to us today!
Tel: 1-855-874-5273
Create your own look

If you have an idea on how you want to personalize your product, send it to us and we will create a visual mock-up free of charge.

Recycling Decal

Choose your waste stream / color

(Create non-standard waste streams tailored to you)

Aperture

Choose your aperture / color

Your Logo

Add your own logo or message
Need a little inspiration? Check out some of the personalized orders from companies both large & small.
Sidewalk Signs

Display your posters in style with this extremely robust, low maintenance, easy to use unit. Posters can be easily changed when required. The Advocate™ sidewalk poster stand is made for use indoors and outdoors, and has been tested to hurricane force winds. Also available as a wall mounted poster display sign.